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Ladies and Gentlemen:

The American Financial Services Association ("AFSA") is pleased to comment
on the proposed Survey oflnformation Sharing Practices with Affliates ("Survey ). We
offer four comments that seek to enhance the quality, utility and clarity of information
collected, while reducing some of the burdens associated with responding to the Survey.
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First, we urge the Agencies to define key terms in the Survey. Assigning
definitions to such terms, for example, as "consumer informatIOn sharing, " and
general publication" will enhance the integrity and therefore the utility of the

information collected. Ambiguous terminology renders Survey questions susceptible to
different interpretations. For example, answers related to Survey questions about
consumer information" wil depend on whether "consumer information" is perceived to

include non-customer information, and whether it is perceived to include anonymized
information. Moreover, the Survey is not designed such that responses wil necessarily
reveal instances in which parties have attributed different meanings to an ambiguous
term. This weakness in the Survey wil call into question the accuracy of all the data
collected and the utility of the resulting conclusions. Equally important, any additional
clarity that can be written into the Survey wil relieve at least some of the burdens
associated with answering it.

Second, we applaud the Agencies ' wilingness to evaluate requests for
confidentiality on a case by case basis and the FTC' s offer to protect confidentiality in
accordance with the FTC Act and the Commssion s Rules of Practice. However, we
encourage all the Agencies to commit to keeping all the survey responses confidential
from the public. Publicly attributing survey results to an identifiable financial institutions
does not further the stated purpose of the survey, which, as set forth in Section 214( e) of
the Fact Act, is to inform regulatory recommendations to Congress. To the contrary,
denying such confidential treatment would likely contravene the stated purpose of the
Survey by dissuading candid and voluntary responses. Indeed, some of the requested
information is confidential and proprietary and may rise to the level of trade secret
information. For example, details around the frequency of certain opt outs and use of
affiiate information for underwriting is potentially sensitive information that would not
otherwise be made public. Lastly, ensuring confidentiality and providing aggregated
survey data to Congress wil further the stated purpose of the Survey by encouraging
candid and voluntary participation to the greatest extent possible.

Third, when the Agencies distribute the Survey, we urge them to identify with
clarity which particular agency is making the request and to which particular financial
institution or affliate the request is directed. Absent this clarity, Surveys directed to
companies whose affliates are subject to different regulator s jurisdictions may generate
confusion. In such a circumstance, the financial institution may be uncertain whether to
answer on behalf all affliates or only those affliates regulated by the agency that appears
to have made the request.

Fourth, we commend the bank, thrift, and credit union regulatory agencies for
assuring the financial institutions they regulate that participation in the survey wil be
voluntary. We urge the FTC to follow their example. Voluntary participation wil
encourage forthright and complete responses resulting in more accurate data collection.
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We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed Survey.

ully submItted

Robert McKew
Senior Vice President and General Counsel
American Financial Services Association


